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Research to Build and Present Knowledge
5W6: Conduct research to answer questions, including self-generated questions, and to build knowledge through
investigation of multiple aspects of a topic using multiple sources.
5W7: Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from multiple sources; summarize or
paraphrase; avoid plagiarism and provide a list of sources.

I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
When conducting research and presenting
information, it is imperative that we cite the
resources that we used. It's important to cite
sources you used in your research for
several reasons: ...Citation is about giving
credit where credit is due.... And, to allow
your reader to track down the sources you
used by citing them accurately in your paper
by way of footnotes, a bibliography or
reference list. Today, we will review how to
do use this correctly using the MLA citation
maker.
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
MLA, which stands for Modern Language
Association, is defined as a style of writing
used for college-level writing.
Correctly citing information and including
quotes is a way of backing up any arguments
or points made.
To that end, correctly citing sources actually
improves both the quality of the writing and the
strength of the arguments. However, this only
works when citing high-quality and respected
sources.
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
It is not merely enough to copy and paste
the hyperlink as your resource. We need to
follow the correct format. For now, we will
use the shortcut-- using a free online citation
maker.
So if I was working on my English bulldog
article and wanted to include the websites
and books I used, I would do the following:
For website, copy and paste hyperlink-URL
addresss: https://kids.kiddle.co/Bulldog
here: http://www.citationmachine.net/mla/citea-website
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations

choose select
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
Hit final step:

Then hit, create citation
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
After hitting, create citation, congrats. You
have created an MLA citation of your
resource. Don't forget to copy and paste it
into your document. Place it at the end of
your feature article. And yes, you have to do
this for all the websites, books and other
resources you used. If someone used info
from an article you created, wouldn't you
want credit?
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
Follow same steps for books. Click create
another citation. Now this time click book
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
Type in name of book and author: Then hit
select.

Hit final step:

Then create a citation:
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I can provide a list of sources I used for my
feature article by including MLA citations
Don't forget to copy and paste your citation.

Turn and talk: Why is it important to include
MLA citations?

Independent: Please build your fortress and
proceed to add and create your citations.
Exit slip: Reflect on the importance of properly
citing your work and what is its purpose.
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Learning Outcome 16 : I can revise my informational piece by engaging in a peer
critique, checking in with my progress towards my goals and self assessing using my
checklist and rubric

Peer critique

Feature
Article
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Learning Outcome : I can revise my informational piece by engaging in a peer
critique, checking in with my progress towards my goals and self assessing
using my checklist and rubric

Self Assessment Post its!
+ One area of the rubric where I am shining is…..
Especially when I wrote…….
- One area of the rubric that I’m a little iffy about is….
Especially …...
Something I’m totally revising in my writing before I publish is….
All thanks to my awesome peer critique conference with ______!

PEER ASSESSMENT Post its
Dear _____,
+ One are of the rubric where you were shining is...
- One are of the rubric that was unclear in your writing is....
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I can publish my piece with pride by checking in with my checklist one more
time and proofreading as I go along for last minute changes.

1) Use the checklist
one more time to
make sure you are
publishing your work
with the revisions
and editing your
made.

2) Stay focused
and proofread each
paragraph you read
before moving on to
the next one.

3) Remember to
save your work and
if you have time add
text features such as
pictures or charts.
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Performance Night: Post Assessment
I can showcase how much I’ve learned by
trying my best on my writing post-assessment

• During this unit we have learned so much about Informational writing.
You have published beautiful pieces about topics you are passionate
about and experts in..
• Today and tomorrow you will showcase how much you’ve learned by
engaging in a Post Assessment, independently
• You will be following the writing process to publish an Informational
task that meets the expectations of the following task:
> Research another topic of interest, remember it is one you are
passionate about and know much about.
> Write a clear and logical informative essay that describes what is
happening TO the rainforest ecosystems.
> Make sure to plan, research, revise, edit, and publish your
Informational pieces
> Your checklist, rubric, and model are also resources!
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Performance Night: Post Assessment
I can showcase how much I’ve learned by
trying my best on my writing post-assessment

TASK:
On-Demand Performance Assessment
Informational Writing
Think of a topic that you’ve studied or that you know a lot about. Tomorrow,
you will have 45 minutes to write an informational text that teaches others
interesting and important information and ideas about that topic. If you want
to find and use information from a book or another outside source to help you
with this writing, you may bring that with you tomorrow. Please keep in mind
that you’ll only have 45 minutes to complete this. You will only have this one
period, so you’ll need to plan, draft, revise, and edit in one sitting. Write in a
way that shows all that you know about information writing.
In your writing, make sure you:
• Write an introduction
• Elaborate with a variety of information
• Organize your writing
• Use transition words
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I can celebrate my published piece by sharing it with the class
and giving each other feedback

Celebrating our Success:

Presentations
• Now that we have published our amazing culminating pieces and are in
the process of showcasing how much we learned in our post assessments,
it’s time to c e l e b r a t e !
OPENING/TEACH:
Writers go through a process when they write.
What is the next step of our writing process?
Remember the five stages: plan and pre-write; draft; revise; edit; publish and
present.
After developing a polished informative or explanatory text, writers then
present their texts. By the time the writer is ready to present and publish, the
ideas and arguments are clear.
Lets think about the books we have read

Discussion Questions

• How

is Rainforest Food Chains a polished

text?
• How is English Bulldog a polished text?
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I can celebrate my published piece by sharing it with the class and
giving each other feedback

Today we will celebrate our hard work by sharing our Published Writing pieces and
giving each other constructive feedback.

TASK:
• You will meet with other, like-minded experts on the topics that you
selected
• As you listen to your peers at your table share their writing piece, you
will give each other feedback on post-its or reflection slip. USE THE
LANGUAGE ON THE RUBRIC!

Example Using Rubric Language:

Peter:
+ You used quotes and details
that kept me engaged in the story
• Next time should provide a few
more
details about….
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